
 

CONSULTANT LOGISTICS (M/F/X) ENGINEERING & AUTOMATION  

IN KEMPTEN 

YOUR TASKS  

 You plan and implement complex warehouse systems for our customers with the involvement of the relevant head 

office departments.  

 You are responsible for project planning with regard to the technical feasibility and introduction of automation projects.  

 You will advise our branches on industrial trucks and warehouse technology with a focus on automation and support 

technical purchasing in compliance with purchasing guidelines.  

 They investigate current logistics trends and develop new warehouse solutions in the direction of automation and 

autonomous driving.  

 They accompany internal optimization projects and develop an economic decision-making basis for the management.  

 You will be responsible for controlling and monitoring the internal new construction and rental process for worldwide 

contract logistics projects.  

 You support the conception, development and introduction of new tools for planning support. 

 
YOUR QUALIFICATIONS  

 You have a degree in mechanical engineering, industrial engineering or business administration with a focus on 

logistics.  

 You have at least two years of professional experience in the automation of logistics systems and initial experience in 

the project planning of warehouse projects, warehouse management or logistics consulting.  

 You are confident in using MS Office and ideally have programming and CAD knowledge.  

 You can easily present your results in English to the customer and the branch.  

 You approach your tasks proactively and assess them smoothly against the various influencing factors, organizing 

yourself to achieve targets within the timescale.  

 When working with different characters, it is easy for you to communicate convincingly and to win your interlocutor over 

to your ideas. 

 
OUR OFFER  

 Possibility of mobile working, modern, hybrid working environment and flexible working hours (flextime, working time 

account)  

 Sustainable, growing family business, diverse tasks in one of the industries of the future  

 Comprehensive onboarding program and career planning (DACHSER Academy)  

 Fitness and sports offers, own health management  

 Modern company campus with its own company restaurant and coffee bar as well as parking garage with e-charging 

infrastructure  


